Recently a novel approach of model order selection based on penalizing adaptively the likelihood (PAL) function was introduced in [1] . In this paper, we use the PAL method for order estimation of complex valued nonlinear exponential (cisoid) model and study its asymptotic statistical properties. We investigate the asymptotic statistical properties for the 1-dimensional cisoid model under the assumption of circularly symmetric gaussian error distribution and establish that the PAL estimator is consistent. We also present simulation examples to compare the performance of PAL rule with the commonly used information criteria based rules.
Introduction
Model order selection is a fundamental task in time series analysis and signal processing as once the integer valued parameter model order is estimated, we know the complexity of the model. The parameters characterizing the model can only be estimated after the model order is estimated. The most widely used approach for order estimation in such a situation is the one based on information theoretic criteria, the AKAIKE Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) being the most prominent ones. For a review of the various order estimation methods, see [1] - [3] and the references cited therein.
Under a general model order selection framework, many of the popular rules used for estimation of model order have the following form: ρ In this paper, we propose to use the novel method introduced in [1] using a data adaptive penalty and having oracle-like properties for cisoid models and prove that the estimators of model order using PAL rule is consistent. We also present some simulation results for a 1-d cisoid model and compare the performance of PAL with other widely used information criterion rules.
PAL Rule and Its Consistency for 1-d Complex Cisoid Model
We consider the problem of estimating the number of components of the following complex cisoid model: 
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